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Abstract: Aiming at the problems of the slow convergence speed of general partial binary tree support vector machine
(SVM) classifier and the fault samples easy to accumulate caused by complete binary tree and partial binary tree SVM
classifier. The thesis proposes a multi-category classification method based on the unbalanced binary tree support vector
machine (SVM),which construct a unbalanced binary tree SVM, making the easy to distinguish category can split out
step by step from the root node, and reducing the accumulated errors caused by previous classification by analyzing the
distribution of sample space. The results show that, comparing this method with the method of complete- and partialbinary tree ,an unbalanced binary tree SVM built in this paper has a strong ability of autonomous learning, and can easily
distinguish separate classes first, thus improving classification accuracy.
Keywords: binary tree; support vector machine; lustering analysis; many kinds of points; pattern recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Support vector machine (Support Vector
Machine, SVM Cortes and Vapnik1995 Corinna) is first
proposed, it solve the small sample, nonlinear and high
dimensional pattern recognition shows many unique
advantages, and can be applied to the function fitting
other machine learning problems [1]. SVM is based on
statistical theory and structural risk minimization
principle to ensure a good generalization ability [2].
However, as a new learning machine, support vector
machine has some areas to be improved. The traditional
support vector machine is to solve two types of sample
classification problems, but the actual problem is often
a multi class classification problem; therefore, how to
effectively promote the two classification of multi class
classification is one of the important research contents
of the support vector machine [3].
At present, the support vector machine to solve
the multi classification method has two kinds: one is the
multi class problem solving, reflected the multi class
classification problem is in an optimization formula,
this method due to the unknown parameters, the sample
structure is not clear, the large amount of calculation,
high error rate, rarely used in practical problems in.
Two is the use of logical thinking two category
classifier according to a certain rule combination, form
a multi category classifier, this approach is more
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common, more common are: classification method of
[4] (OAO), a method of [5-6] (OAA), directed acyclic
graph (DDAG) multi classification algorithm [7-8] the
two fork tree (BT) [9-10], etc.. Among them, two
binary tree algorithm compared with other algorithms,
because of its simple structure, less the number of
classifier classification accuracy and repeated training,
the advantages of fewer samples are widely used, is a
multi classification algorithm is very suitable.
IMPROVED TWO TREE SUPPORT VECTOR
MACHINE
Traditional two tree support vector machine
More than two tree classification method (BT)
is proposed by Vural and Dy [11], for multi class
classification problem, this method will be divided into
two sub categories, and then further divided into two
sub categories of the second class, and so on, until all
nodes contain only one category that is sample
completely so far apart. A complex multi class
classification problem is transformed into several two
classification problems to solve. Due to the different
forms of the two classification problems, the structure
of the corresponding binary tree is also different, and
the different levels of the structure have certain
influence on the accuracy of the two fork tree. At
present, there are two kinds of SVM classification in the
tree: the partial tree and the complete two fork tree.
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Each method has its own characteristics, such as partial
two tree algorithm is the K class in the k-1 class as a
class, the rest of the class as another major category, the
establishment of a classifier of the two values. And then
in the k-1 class, the -1 class (k-1) to be considered as a
large class, the k-1 class of the rest of the class as
another class, the establishment of a two value
classifier. And so on, until the last two categories to
build a classifier of the two. The advantage of this
classification is that the classification accuracy is high,
the computational complexity is small, and the
classification model is easy to create. But it also has its
own shortcomings, that is the partial structure of the
two fork tree is generated randomly, based on the two
fork tree structure has been determined by cannot be
most easily the first class segmentation segmentation,
affect the generalization ability, while increasing the
error accumulation, and the classification time than
completely two forks tree. The other is a complete two
binary tree classifier, this method is all class divided
into two sub categories, and then further divided into
two sub categories of the second class, and so on, until
all the samples so far apart. Some literatures refer to
these two methods as "multi class support vector
machine based on decision tree or hierarchical
clustering". This method has the advantages of simple
structure, small number of classifiers, short
classification time, no non separable region. The
problem is that all the samples are randomly classified
after the model is built, which is easy to cause error
accumulation, and the error of the method is higher than
that of partial two tree, which affects the classification
accuracy and generalization [12].

completely two binary tree is higher than the two partial
binary tree, and two tree is more likely to cause the
error accumulation effect, generalization ability.
Common multi class classification analysis
1.Class N samples, two kinds of minimum
separation measure, and then merge them together, as a
category, denoted as X1, calculate the separability
measure between X1 and the other N-2 samples, select
the minimum of the measure, it will merge with class
X1 as a category X2. And so on, until the last class, he
will merge and N-1 as positive and negative samples,
training support vector machine, is taken as the root
node, and then take the last one with the class and all
other classes as positive and negative samples from the
remaining categories, training support vector machine,
the second layer as a node. And so on, until the sample
is completely separated from [13]. Although this
classification has good classification effect in some
samples, it has its own defects. In Figure 1, according to
the above classification (1) as the initial interface, can
be visually seen（2）The initial classification result is
better than the interface (1). So for this distribution, the
method will not separability strong preference
separation, classification accuracy and generalization
ability influence.

Comparison of complete two tree and partial binary
tree algorithm
The total number of training samples for m,
each category contains m/N samples, two partial binary
tree and the two fork tree training time were Ta=
c
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proportional constant, the power-law index, usually 2
≦r ≦3. Ta>Tb can be obtained, that is, complete two
fork tree training time is less than the bias of the
training time of the fork tree, the other two tree training
time between the two between the two. On the average
number of classifiers, the average number of classifiers
for the complete two fork tree is log2 N, and the average
number of classifiers used by the partial binary tree is
(N+1/2+1/N). The other two binary tree classifier
number average value between the two, totally two fork
tree classification classifier required less fast
classification, which can be seen completely two forks
tree and approximately two tree completely in the
training time and classification speed is better than the
partial binary tree two. But because of all the samples
were divided into two groups is complete binary tree,
no unified allocation rules, so the classification error
Available online at http://saspublisher.com/sjet/

Fig-1:
2.In the N sample, select the smallest two class
separability, they will be placed in the set S1, and then
the rest of the sample from the N-2 class to select a kind
of sample in S2 and S1 maximum separability,
separability measure to calculate the remaining N-3
samples with S1, S2, and S1 S2, respectively of small
sample in which, until all the sample classification is
completed, the establishment of S1, S2 is about the
subclass two binary tree classifier, SVM classifier
training, structure parameters. And so on, until all
samples are completely separated [14]. This kind of
classification is commonly used in multi class
classification, but it is not ideal for some special
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samples. In Figure 2, according to the above
classification (1) as the initial interface, from the figure
can visually see (2) for the initial interface classification
effect is stronger than (1). Therefore, for the sample
distribution in Figure 2, this method does not have a
good classification effect.

Improved two tree support vector machine
The three classification methods introduced in
the previous section are from one point, along a certain
direction, without considering the integrity of the
sample. This paper puts forward a classification method
of multi categories, both with the sample separability
measure and consider the integrity of the sample, the
separability of large sample was divided to establish
non balance two binary tree support vector machine,
multi category classification is accurate and efficient.
The separability measure between samples of
the common with Euclidean distance method [15] and
method [16-17] ball structure, because the structure of
the ball SVM classifier has the advantages of simple
structure, high precision, is currently widely used
classification algorithm. Here the ball structure method,
the formula is as follows:
d i, j  (a i  a j )

3.The N sample class separability measure
calculation，the separability from big to small order,
the sample according to the separability (which gives
off the first large separability out), and so on, until all
the samples all separate [15]. This classification is
suitable for most sample classification, but for some
special samples, the classification effect is not good. In
Figure 3, according to the above classification (1) as the
initial interface, but it can be seen from the figure, (2) is
stronger than the effect of the initial classification
interface (1). As a result, the method does not have
good generalization ability for the distribution shown in
figure 3.

Fig-3:
To sum up, in the classification of samples, not
only to consider a sample with other sample
separability, but also consider the two different samples
or between multiple samples that separability from
multiple directions to the real separability of large
sample was divided so that the classification error from
the root node. To improve the classification accuracy.
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a  a Sample i and sample j over the distance
between the center of sphere; R i super sphere radius
sample i; R j super sphere radius sample j (hyper
sphere center and radius by literature [18] type (10),
(15) obtained).
i

Fig-2:
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2

j

By using formula separability measure
between samples, i.e. the distance between the samples
in each class, the minimum distance between the
sample will be classified as a class (if there is some
distance between samples with equal to the minimum,
then put them into a category), using the literature
obtained after the sample classification [18] hyper
sphere center and radius at this time, the measure of
separability between samples by formula; the increase
of the distance will be a certain value (in order to ensure
that most samples are separated, the value is defined as
the maximum distance and the minimum distance
difference and two times the sample taking), similarly,
will be less than the distance from the sample is
classified as a class, until last two samples (if not last
remaining two, put down to the original 1/2, repeat the
above steps). Experiments show that this method has
better classification ability, the separability of large
sample priority if using this method, separation, figure
1, figure 2, figure 3 priority classification surfaces (2),
which shows that the sample of the algorithm for spatial
position of unbalanced classification ability. Specific
steps are as follows:
1. N samples, according to the [18] that each sample
Super Center of sphere AI and radius Ri, the distance
between the samples obtained publicity, remember the
minimum distance Dmin between the samples and the
maximum distance of dmax.
2. Calculate step： d 

d max  d min
2 * Sample category
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3.In the interval [dmin, dmax] with Dmin as the starting
point, end point Dmax, D steps, calculating the distance
between samples using value formula. If the distance
between samples is less than or equal to Dmin, the
sample is classified as a class (there are a few of the
distance between the samples is less than or equal to
Dmin, grouped into several categories; if the three types
of samples, two samples of the distance is less than
Dmin, a more than Dmin, the three samples were
classified as a class). Calculate the classification hyper
sphere centre and radius of the.
4. When the distance between all of the samples are
larger than the Dmin, the dmin=dmin+d, the publicity
obtained from the new sample of 3 steps that the set of
samples, and compared with the Dmin, if the distance
between samples is less than or equal to Dmin, the
sample is classified as a class, and find the center of
sphere radius and surplus.
5. If there is no final two kinds of samples, only to get a
class of samples, then write down the Dmin at this time,
the step will be changed to 1/2 at this time, repeat step
3, 4.
6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5, until the sample is divided
into two categories, one for the left subclass, and one
for the right subclass.
7. Repeat the steps in each subclass until the sample is
completely separated.
By combining this method with two binary tree
support vector machine, forming a combination of
partial two binary tree and binary tree two completely
unbalanced multiple classification methods, the
structure of the two fork tree is determined by the
spatial position of the sample, it can be completely two
forks tree, can also be a partial two binary tree, the
more is between two. This structure combines the
advantages of the two, which is relatively simple
structure, high accuracy, no unclassifiable regions, at
the same time, the structure will be the largest sample
separability was divided, the classification error from
the root node to reduce the error caused by pre
classification error accumulation. The structure is
formed by the machine, has a strong ability to promote.
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